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Lockton was founded on the central  
principle of  being a dynamic service  
organization where our talented and  
entrepreneurial Associates can thrive,  
and where the customer comes first.
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Lockton Due Diligence
Lockton’s approach to due diligence helps clients and portfolio companies more accurately budget their  

projected insurance costs, optimize their insurance program, and improve the target’s risk profile by  

providing actionable solutions. Our due diligence goals include: 

 � Evaluating risks, exposures and potential liabilities;

 � Identifying deficiencies and/or opportunities for enhancement; 

 � Recommending possible solutions such as adjusting insurance programs, modifying contract language  

and integrating other risk management techniques; and

 � Optimizing transaction risk through concurrent Reps and Warranties due diligence and insurance placement.

Lockton has a formalized team, process and set of resources structured to provide a unique level of  

insurance, risk finance and risk management due diligence to energy and energy infrastructure focused  

private equity sponsors.  
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DILIGENCE

 � PE firm engages Lockton on new deal, typically post-LOI or upon reaching exclusivity

 � Initial requested information sent, or Lockton granted access to the data room

 � Lockton’s team of Risk Engineers, Contract Specialists, and Coverage experts review due 
diligence materials to identify critical loss exposures, contractual risks, and potential coverage 
gaps. We present these findings to the PE firm.

DEAL CLOSE TRANSITION
 � Lockton team communicates with PE firm to monitor deal timing and address any changes 

 � Upon notification that deal has closed, the Broker of Record (BOR) letter will be filed with 
applicable carriers and post-close subjectivities are addressed

 � Onboarding sessions will be held with both the PE firm and the portfolio company to 
address specific needs of the transaction

CLIENT SERVICING
 � Routine service needs of the portfolio company will be addressed

 � Gaps in coverage and other issues identified during the diligence process will 
be managed and resolved

 � Renewals will be aggressively marketed as each policy expires to ensure the 
best terms, conditions and pricing available
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Insurance Placement ActivityDue Diligence

Trusted Partnership
Lockton understands the importance of working with the legal, tax, accounting and financial diligence teams. 

We work to convert all relevant data about the transaction into a clear analysis that support our clients’ 

investment decision process. Our report will outline any “Red Flag” issues as well as potential pre-transaction 

deal points and/or post-transaction areas of improvement.

Our private equity clients rely on us to act as 

their risk management partners at both the 

fund and portfolio company level. They count 

on us to help avoid and/or manage risks faced 

by their portfolio companies. In addition to 

providing risk mitigation strategies, Lockton 

helps proactively control costs associated with 

risks, including commercial insurance and 

employee benefits spend.
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Global Practice
Lockton delivers international expertise and service in a way that makes sense for our clients. We use our 

many global offices as well as strong partners who work hard as part of a mutually beneficial relationship. This 

approach gives us the ability to adapt to the needs of our clients and pass along cost savings associated with 

using only the resources our clients require.

Our 20-year relationship with like-minded independent brokers has evolved from a transactional relationship into 

a strategic legal partnership, and having this partnership binds us closer together. Partners are chosen based on 

their history and reputation. Each is a leading broker in their own territory and well known in their respective 

markets. The key to our success as a global service platform is that we work together because  

we want to, not because we have to.

We support our global clients’ investments in the energy sector by focusing on their unique operational and 

transactional risks by focusing on the following:

 � Auto Liability

 � Business Interruption/Delay In Startup

 � Commercial General Liability

 � Construction/Operations All Risk

 � Contingent Time Element

 � Executive Liability

 f Director & Officers

 f Errors & Omissions

 f Employment Practices Liability

 � Pollution Liability

 � Risk Engineering

 � Workers’ Compensation/Employer’s Liability

 � Transaction Liability (Reps and Warranties)

 � Tax Liability

 � Employee Benefits

125
COUNTRIES

+

Unmatched Global Reach 
and Local Understanding

Our in-depth local knowledge and expertise 
means we are aware of  regional sensitivities. 
Localized issues will not be overlooked by a 

“one size fits all” approach to client service.
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Client Successes
As your trusted advisor, Lockton seeks to provide you an independent and holistic overview of your target. 

Below are a few recent outcomes of our diligence work and risk management assistance. 

Ensuring Contract Certainty

CHALLENGE The target company had a Power Purchase Agreement with 

insurance requirements for liability, yet maintained limits that  

were 60% of those required by contract.

SOLUTION Lockton identified this breach of contract certainty and provided options 

to the client to effectively address the situation and improve the insurance 

program in the process. 

RESULTS We then guided our client to develop a post-close insurance program that 

both maintained contract certainty and successfully drove rates down by 

more than 30% by driving a strategic partnership with new markets.

Facilitating Decision Making

CHALLENGE Our client was bidding on an operational refinery and the seller 

wanted a clean exit.

SOLUTION Lockton Due Diligence reviewed historical operational issues as well as 

potential environmental liabilities that could substantially impair the viability 

of the investment. 

RESULTS We identified the limitations of relying on insurance to mitigate the 

unbalanced seller indemnity. Our guidance enabled our client to safely walk 

away from the deal with confidence. 
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Driving Down Total Cost of Risk

CHALLENGE Our client was bidding on a portfolio of assets, each with its own 

standalone insurance policy.

SOLUTION Lockton Due Diligence identified substantial inefficiencies among dozens of 

insurance policies for this portfolio of assets. 

RESULTS We strategically consolidated key coverages into efficient master programs. 

This consolidation resulted in significantly broadened coverage terms, 

substantial savings and provided our client with meaningful and  

immediate improvement to their bottom line. 
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Scope of Services
Lockton provides a lead contact to manage the diligence team,  

process and deliverables to ensure that the appropriate amount of 

communication is taking place during the process and to ensure that 

deliverable dates are met. Our team structures a comprehensive report  

of insurance and employee benefits analysis for the transaction 

comprised of the following:

Insurance Cost Pro Forma 
We provide a listing of commercial price estimates for recommended 

policies that are based on the current market.

Red Flag Exposure Review 
Our analysis includes a high-level discussion of various exposures.  

Experienced account executives review policies, then provide 

recommendations to improve the current or proposed insurance program.

Red Flag Contract Certainty Review 
Our review process identifies potential contractual liabilities in  

addition to placement deficiencies. 

Red Flag Coverage Review 
We review coverages, both proposed or in place, for potential deficiencies. 

Risk Engineering Review
During Lockton’s review, the nature of the project may necessitate that  

the Maximum Foreseeable Loss (MFL) and Probable Maximum Loss (PML) 

be calculated from a risk management perspective. 

AREAS OF REVIEW

Employee Benefits & 
Insurance Analysis 

Contractual Risk Analysis

Employee Benefits &  
Insurance Pro Forma Costs

Natural Hazard Review

Overview of Transactional 
Insurance Solutions

Post-Transaction Areas of 
Opportunity & Improvement 

“Red Flag” Analysis

Risk Engineering & Modeling

Regulatory Compliance 
Analysis

Surety, Financial Assurance  
& Collateral Analysis
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Risk Engineering & Analytics
Validating or affirming coverage requires technical expertise to understand risk and exposure for the  

worst case scenario. Our Risk Engineers, with Lockton’s analytical capabilities, empower our clients to 

understand and quantify a target’s risk profile. 

Critical Equipment & Technical Review

We provide guidance on specific critical 
equipment so you can better understand 
operations, maintenance, repair and 
replacement implications.

Project Development &  
Opportunity Support

We offer suggestions to improve design, 
operations and maintenance from a risk 
control perspective to help reduce expected 
loss frequency and severity. 

Loss Scenario Modeling 

We quantify clients’ exposures to critical 
natural catastrophes. We also quantify 
worst case scenarios with our maximum 
foreseeable loss and probable maximum 
loss scenario analysis.

Natural Peril Analysis

We scrutinize exposure 
to key natural perils such 
as fire, flood, earthquake, 
named wind storm, hail 
and lightning.

Loss Analysis

We identify historical  
loss trends to help 
prioritize the most 
impactful mitigation  
efforts for you. 

Collateral Analysis

We work to successfully challenge carriers’ 
conservative requirements, freeing up 
valuable capital in the process. 
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In-House Expertise
We offer extensive support with in-house transaction liability expertise and  

senior level account executives that are in the marketplace daily. This enables  

Lockton to rapidly execute our recommended insurance program. 

Due Diligence

 � Lender Reviews

 � Portfolio Audit

 � Peer Benchmarking

Transaction Liability  

(Representations & Warranty)

 � Free up buyers’ escrow allocations

 � Reduce sellers’ indemnity exposure

 � Protect relationships between buyer and seller

Placement Team

 � Smooth transition into a post-close insurance program

 � Alignment of resources to achieve clients goals

 � Utilize due diligence findings to prioritize placement goals

Depth of Experience 

 � Identify often overlooked exposures and risks

 � Recommend and deliver creative insurance solutions

 � 100 Dedicated Associates for Marine & Energy Risks

LOCKTON TEXAS RESOURCES
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CONTACTS

Fernando Ortega
Chairman/Productor
fortega@mx.lockton.com

Erik Armenta
Gatekeeper Lockton 
MIF México
earmenta@mx.lockton.com

Gerardo Filorio
Director/Productor
gfilorio@mx.lockton.com



Lockton at a Glance
We are the largest privately owned global insurance broker.

Lockton Texas is the largest broker in Texas. Our structure has produced a 

unique culture where creative, driven and proactive people thrive and where 

client advocacy and service are of paramount importance.

Dallas

Ft. Worth

Houston

San Antonio

About Lockton

About Lockton Texas

$116M REVENUE

390  TEXAS ASSOCIATES

20 Years ASSOCIATES’  
 AVERAGE 
 EXPERIENCE

$1.34 BILLION 2016 REVENUE

$22.5 BILLION IN PREMIUM VOLUME WORLDWIDE

50,000  CLIENTS WORLDWIDE

125 COUNTRIES

80  GLOBAL OFFICES

6,000  ASSOCIATES

96% CLIENT RETENTION 

IN
DUSTRY AVERAGE

96%

85%

CLIENT 
LOYALTY

LOCK T ON

11% Beyond Industry Standard



RISK MANAGEMENT | EMPLOYEE BENEFITS | RETIREMENT SERVICES

lockton.com

Our Mission

To be the worldwide value and service leader in insurance brokerage, 
risk management, employee benefits, and retirement services

Our Goal

To be the best place to do business and to work
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